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Election to the NAE is among the highest professional distinctions accorded to an engineer, one John J. Dorning shares this year with 63 new members and 2,217 total members nationwide. Academy membership honors those who have made outstanding contributions to “engineering research, practice or education, including, where appropriate, significant contributions to the engineering literature” and to the “pioneering of new and developing fields of technology, making major advancements in traditional fields of engineering or developing/implementing innovative approaches to engineering education.”

Professor Dorning was selected for the development of advanced computational methods for nuclear reactor analysis. He joins 10 other NAE members at U.Va.’s Engineering School.

A member of the U.Va. faculty since 1984, Professor Dorning is a Fellow of the American Nuclear Society, the American Physical Society and the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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THERE’S MORE WHERE THAT CAME FROM!